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NAME:

BLOCK:

- CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION(S) IS INDUSTRIALIZATION PROGRESS?
WAS THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION A FORCE OF CREATION OR DESTRUCTION?
FEATURED BELOW: Image of the machine works of Richard Hartmann of Chemnitz, Germany, who was one of the most successful entrepreneurs & largest employers in.

LESSON OBJECTIVE(S)
1). EVALUATE whether the Industrial Revolution was a force of creation or destruction

PART I: WARM UP
DIRECTIONS: Make note of the comments/questions posed during the mini-discussion of this section.
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THE MANCHESTER FACTORY
CLEANING COMPANY OF
ENGLAND
(SIMULATION ACTIVITY)
SCENARIO:

It is 1845 and there are several
successful factory cleaning companies
throughout the city of Manchester who are
competing with each other to become the
quickest, cheapest and most efficient factory
cleaning company in the local region, and
hopefully, in the country. The “Manchester
Factory Cleaning Company of
England”(MFCC), currently cleans
factories by hand, and is looking to jump
on the ‘industrialization bandwagon.’ In
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND - 1887
other words, the business owners of the
Manchester Factory Cleaning Company of England are looking to increase their profit by incorporating more
efficient technology that can eliminate the costly price of having to pay workers such high wages.
The MFCC, as a whole, receives $2,000.00 for every factory-cleaning job that they complete. Yet,
each worker is paid $100.00 for every job as well, leaving the four business owners very little profit
($400.00) after paying each of their 15 employees. The Industrial Revolution is at its height in England
there are hundreds of business owners becoming filthy, filthy, filthy, FILTHY rich off of incorporating
technology into their business model.
To best deal with this problem, the business owners of the Manchester Factory Cleaning Company
have decided to look at the innovative skills & ideas of their workers. Within the MFCC, there are several
groups of workers, each with a different skill set and one innovative thinker amongst their group.
There has been a rumor going around that the business owners of the MFCC are going to be firing
large amounts of workers based on their skills & ideas, or lack thereof. Whichever group cannot prove their
worthiness will find themselves unemployed and on the dirty, disgusting streets of Manchester’s urban
squalor.
COMPLETE THE HANDOUT FOR THE GROUP THAT YOU HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED
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AT THE MANCHESTER FACTORY CLEANING COMPANY
YOU ARE A PART OF:

THE HAND
CLEANERS
GROUP DESCRIPTION: Your group cleans everything in the factories of Manchester by hand. The only cost that
your group brings to the business owners is your salary of $100.00 per job.
DIRECTIONS: Write a speech to the four business owners of the MFCC convincing them of why your specific
group should not be fired, detailing what you offer to the company and how innovative and groundbreaking your
group’s skillset is for the Industrial Age of England. One person in your group will be assigned the role of
“Innovator.” The assigned Innovator will have to deliver the best speech from your group to the business owner
and provide a very brief demonstration of just how efficient and innovative your assigned group is.
When you have written your letter, decide within your group who has the most compelling letter and what
your very brief demonstration of innovative & efficient cleaning will look like in front of the MFCC business
owners.
SPEECH:
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AT THE MANCHESTER FACTORY CLEANING
COMPANY YOU ARE A PART OF:

THE PAN
CLEANERS
GROUP DESCRIPTION: Your group cleans everything in
the factories of Manchester by dustpan. The only cost that your group brings to the business owners is your salary
of $100.00 per job, PLUS $50.00 for every dustpan, which must be renewed every job.
DIRECTIONS: Write a speech to the four business owners of the MFCC convincing them of why your specific
group should not be fired, detailing what you offer to the company and how innovative and groundbreaking your
group’s skillset is for the Industrial Age of England. One person in your group will be assigned the role of
“Innovator.” The assigned Innovator will have to deliver the best speech from your group to the business owner
and provide a very brief demonstration of just how efficient and innovative your assigned group is.
When you have written your letter, decide within your group who has the most compelling letter and what
your very brief demonstration of innovative & efficient cleaning will look like in front of the MFCC business
owners.
SPEECH:
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AT THE MANCHESTER FACTORY CLEANING COMPANY YOU
ARE A PART OF:

THE BROOM
CLEANERS
GROUP DESCRIPTION: Your group cleans everything in the factories
of Manchester by broom. The only cost that your group brings to the
business owners is your salary of $100.00 per job, PLUS, the $250.00
per broom, which, must be renewed every job.
DIRECTIONS: Write a speech to the four business owners of the MFCC convincing them of why your specific
group should not be fired, detailing what you offer to the company and how innovative and groundbreaking your
group’s skillset is for the Industrial Age of England. One person in your group will be assigned the role of
“Innovator.” The assigned Innovator will have to deliver the best speech from your group to the business owner
and provide a very brief demonstration of just how efficient and innovative your assigned group is.
When you have written your letter, decide within your group who has the most compelling letter and what
your very brief demonstration of innovative & efficient cleaning will look like in front of the MFCC business
owners.
SPEECH:
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AT THE MANCHESTER FACTORY CLEANING COMPANY YOU ARE A
PART OF:

THE VACUUM
CLEANERS
GROUP DESCRIPTION: Your group cleans everything in the factories of Manchester by vacuum. The only cost
that your group brings to the business owners is your salary of $100.00 per job, PLUS, the $1,000.00 per vacuum,
which, needs to be replaced once every four factory cleaning jobs.
DIRECTIONS: Write a speech to the four business owners of the MFCC convincing them of why your specific
group should not be fired, detailing what you offer to the company and how innovative and groundbreaking your
group’s skillset is for the Industrial Age of England. One person in your group will be assigned the role of
“Innovator.” The assigned Innovator will have to deliver the best speech from your group to the business owner
and provide a very brief demonstration of just how efficient and innovative your assigned group is.
When you have written your letter, decide within your group who has the most compelling letter and what
your very brief demonstration of innovative & efficient cleaning will look like in front of the MFCC business
owners.
SPEECH:
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AT THE MANCHESTER FACTORY CLEANING COMPANY YOU ARE A PART OF:

THE ROOMBA
CLEANERS
GROUP DESCRIPTION: Your group cleans everything in the factories of Manchester by ROOMBA. NO ONE is
required to operate the device. The only cost that your group brings to the business owners is the selling price of
your device, which costs $2,000.00 and needs to be replaced once every five factory cleaning jobs.
DIRECTIONS: Write a speech to the four business owners of the MFCC convincing them to A.) not fire you, and
B.) to buy your device from you. Your speech must detail the benefits of your advice and should consist of a very
brief demonstration of what innovative & efficient cleaning will look like from your product in front of the
MFCC business owners.
SPEECH:
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LOOKING FOR WORK???

COME TO THE WONDERFUL
COAL MINES OF SOUTH
YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND!!
YOUR WORK IS BOTH NEEDED & FUN!!
JUST LOOK WHAT CHARLES ABERDEEN OF MANCHESTER
ACTUALLY HAD TO SAY:
"We went to the mines at five in the morning. We worked until dinner time and then to nine or
ten at night; on Saturday it could be till eleven and often till twelve at night. We were sent to
clean the machinery on the Sunday." - Charles Aberdeen, 1840
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PART II. BIG IDEA CHECK
DIRECTIONS: Respond to the following Big
Idea Check question in the space provided:
WHAT IS THE IMPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCEMENTS IN THE PROCESS OF
INDUSTRIALIZATION?
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